
Loal onditions for edge-oloring �Celina M. H. de Figueiredoy Jo~ao Meidanisz C�elia Piinin de MellozAbstratIn this note, we investigate three versions of the overfull property for graphs andtheir relation to the edge-oloring problem. Eah of these properties implies that thegraph annot be edge-olored with � olors, where � is the maximum degree. Thethree versions are not equivalent for general graphs. However, we show that someequivalenes hold for the lasses of indi�erene graphs, split graphs, and omplete mul-tipartite graphs.1 IntrodutionEdge-oloring is an important problem in graph theory. It onerns oloring the edges of agraph so that inident edges get di�erent olors. The goal is to do that using the minimumnumber of olors.A elebrated theorem by Vizing [12, 8℄ states that this minimum is always � or �+ 1,where � is the maximum degree. To deide between these two possibilities is however NP-hard [7, 1℄. More preisely, if we denote by C1 the lass of graphs G that are edge-olorablewith �(G) olors, and by C2 the omplementary lass, we have that C1 reognition 2 NPwhile C2 reognition 2 o-NP. This means that C1 graphs always have short erti�ates.Indeed, to onvine someone that a graph is in C1 all we have to do is to exhibit a �-oloring. In ontrast, to show that a graph is in C2 we must produe an argument that no�-oloring exists.Nevertheless, for some graphs this argument an be very simple. For instane, the graphin Figure 1 is in C2. This graph is small enough to permit trying all possibilities, but thefollowing argument is simpler. Notie that, in every valid oloring, eah olor orrespondsto a mathing and hene an be assigned to at most two edges in this partiular ase. Sinethe total number of edges is �ve, it beomes evident that � = 2 olors do not suÆe.�This researh was partially supported by CNPq/ProtemCC.yInstituto de Matem�atia, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Caixa Postal 68530, 21944-970 Riode Janeiro, RJ, Brasil. elina�os.ufrj.br. Partially supported by CNPq, grant 30 1160/91.0.zInstituto de Computa�~ao, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Caixa Postal 6176, 13081-970 Campinas,SP, Brasil. fmeidanis,eliag�d.uniamp.br. Partially supported by FAPESP and CNPq.
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Figure 1: An overfull graph.Graphs to whih a similar argument an be applied have been termed overfull [9, 10,5, 4℄. We say that a graph G is overfull when the number of verties n is odd and�n� 12 < m;where m is the number of edges.Notie that we are using the fat that a mathing in an n-vertex graph has size at most(n� 1)=2 when n is odd. The mathing number of the graph ould be used instead of theexpression (n� 1)=2, but we will onentrate in the traditional de�nition | the one givenabove | in this note.In addition, observe that this argument will not work for a graph with even n. In thisase, the following relation is always true:�n2 � m:This is just another way of saying that the maximum degree is not smaller than the averagedegree, if we reall that 2m is equal to the sum of all degrees.In our studies on edge-oloring [3℄, we found that two other de�nitions of overfullnessare also of interest. We state them in the sequel.A graph G is subgraph-overfull when there is an overfull subgraph H of G with�(H) = �(G). Here, a subgraph is formed by taking some of the verties and some ofthe edges of G; it does not need to be an indued subgraph. However, onsidering induedsubgraphs leads to an equivalent de�nition. Notie that subgraph-overfull graphs are in C2,sine we need at least �(G) + 1 olors just for the edges in H.If the overfull subgraph H happens to be a neighborhood, that is, is indued by a�-vertex and all its neighbors, then we say that G is neighborhood-overfull. Again,neighborhood-overfull graphs are in C2.



Figure 2: Petersen graph - C2 graph not subgraph-overfull.In the rest of this note, we shall denote by O, SO, and NO the lasses of overfull,subgraph-overfull, and neighborhood-overfull graphs, respetively. These lasses are relatedas follows:Theorem 1 We have the following proper inlusions:O � SO � C2and NO � SO � C2:In addition, O and NO are inomparable.Proof: All inlusions in Theorem 1 are immediate from the de�nitions. The Petersengraph in Figure 2 is an example of a C2 graph whih is not subgraph-overfull. Atually thePetersen graph with one vertex removed is a C2 graph that is not subgraph-overfull.To get an example of a subgraph-overfull graph that is not overfull itself, onsider thesplit graph F depited in Figure 3. This graph an be partitioned into a lique of size 4and a stable set of size 2. One vertex of the stable set sees three verties of the lique andthe other vertex of the stable set sees the fourth vertex of the lique. This graph is notoverfull beause it ontains an even number of verties. On the other hand, by removingits vertex of degree one, we obtain a opy of K5 minus one edge, an overfull graph, withthe same maximum degree as F . We note that the graph K5 minus one edge is atuallyneighborhood-overfull beause it ontains a universal vertex. Thus, F is an example of aneighborhood-overfull graph that is not overfull.



Figure 3: A neighborhood-overfull graph that is not overfull.
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Figure 4: A subgraph-overfull graph that is not neighborhood-overfull.Finally, Figure 4 shows an example of a graph that is overfull but not neighborhood-overfull. Thus this graph is a subgraph-overfull graph that is not neighborhood-overfull.We note that a graph with an odd maximum degree annot be neighborhood-overfull.The rest of this note is devoted to showing that some of these inlusions beome equiv-alent if we restrit ourselves to speial lasses of graphs.In Setion 3, we show that O = SO for omplete multipartite graphs. It is knownthat O = C2 for this lass [6℄. Although the equality O = C2 implies O = SO, weprovide in Setion 3 a simple ounting argument for that fat. In Setion 4, we show thatNO = SO for split graphs. We onjeture that SO = C2 for this lass. In Setion 5, weshow that NO = SO for indi�erene graphs. We onjeture that SO = C2 for this lass. Weonlude by onjeturing, in Setion 6, that neighborhood-overfullness is the right onditionfor solving the edge-oloring problem for hordal graphs.



2 De�nitions and notationIn this paper, G denotes a simple, undireted, �nite, onneted graph. V (G) and E(G) arethe vertex and edge sets of G. A stable set is a set of verties pairwise non-adjaent in G.A lique is a set of verties pairwise adjaent in G. A maximal lique of G is a lique notproperly ontained in any other lique. A subgraph of G is a graph H with V (H) � V (G)and E(H) � E(G). For X � V (G), we denote by G[X℄ the subgraph indued by X, that is,V (G[X℄) = X and E(G[X℄) onsists of those edges of E(G) having both ends in X.For eah vertex v of a graph G, Adj(v) denotes the set of verties whih are adjaentto v. In addition, N(v) denotes the neighborhood of v, that is, N(v) = Adj(v) [ fvg. Asubgraph that is indued by the neighborhood of a vertex is simply alled a neighborhood.The degree of a vertex v is deg(v) = jAdj(v)j. The maximum degree of a graph G isthen �(G) = maxv2V (G) deg(v). A vertex u is universal if deg(u) = jV (G)j � 1. A k-neighborhood is the neighborhood of a vertex of degree k. For us, Kn denotes the ompletegraph on n � 1 verties.A vertex v is simpliial if N(v) is omplete. A perfet elimination order of a graph G isa total order on its vertex set v1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that for eah i, 1 � i � n, vi is simpliialin G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A graph is hordal if it admits a perfet elimination order.An interval graph is the intersetion graph of a set of intervals of the real line. Ifunitary intervals an be taken, then the graph is alled unitary interval, proper interval orindi�erene graph. We shall adopt the latter name, to be onsistent with the terminologyof indi�erene orders, de�ned below. Indi�erene graphs an be haraterized by a linearorder: their verties an be linearly ordered so that the verties ontained in the samelique are onseutive [11℄. We all suh an order an indi�erene order. By de�nition, everyindi�erene order is a perfet elimination order.A split graph is a graph whose vertex set admits a partition into a stable set and alique. Given suh a partition for a split graph, a perfet elimination order an be de�nedby plaing the verties in the lique before the verties in the stable set. Thus every splitgraph is a hordal graph.Let a1 � a2 � : : : � ap be positive integers. The omplete multipartite graphK(a1; : : : ; ap)is de�ned as follows. It has n = a1 + a2 + : : : + ap verties, partitioned into partsA1; A2; : : : ; Ap, where eah Ai has ardinality ai. If two verties are in the same part,they are not adjaent, whereas if they are in di�erent parts, they are adjaent.3 Complete multipartite graphsIn this setion we present a simple ounting argument that shows that the partiular stru-ture of omplete multipartite graphs fores subgraph-overfullness to be equivalent to over-



fullness in this ase. Although this result is already known [6℄, this simple ounting argumentis useful for other lasses of graphs as we show next.Theorem 2 Every omplete multipartite graph that is subgraph-overfull is overfull.Proof: Suppose there exists a subgraph-overfull omplete multipartite graph G that isnot an overfull graph itself. Then, by de�nition, the graph G ontains a proper induedsubgraph H with same maximum degree as G suh that H is an overfull graph.Sine H is an indued subgraph of G, it is also omplete multipartite. Hene H hasnH = h1 + h2 + : : : + hp verties, partitioned into stable sets H1;H2; : : : ;Hp suh thatjHij = hi and there is an edge between every two verties that belong to distint stablesets. Beause H is assumed to be overfull, we have p � 3. We may assume that h1 � h2 �: : : � hp.First, we note that we must have h1 < h2. For note that all verties in H1 are maximumdegree verties. We have �(H) = h2 + : : : + hp. Now beause G and H have the samemaximum degree every vertex of G nH is missed by all verties of H1. If we had h1 = h2,then we would have �(G) > �(H).We have mH =Pi<j hihj . On the other hand:�(H)(nH � 1)=2 = (h2 + : : :+ hp)(h1 + h2 + : : :+ hp � 1)=2:The overfull ondition on graph H says that mH > �(H)(nH � 1)=2. This implies thefollowing:h1h2 + h1h3 + : : :+ h1hp > h2h2 + h3h3 + : : :+ hphp � (h2 + h3 + : : :+ hp) =h2(h2 � 1) + h3(h3 � 1) + : : :+ hp(hp � 1):Now beause we have h1 < h2 � : : : � hp, we have:h2(h2 � 1) + h3(h3 � 1) + : : : + hp(hp � 1) � h1h2 + h1h3 + : : : + h1hp:This ontradition �nishes the proof.4 Split graphsIn this setion we prove that, for split graphs, being subgraph-overfull is equivalent to beingneighborhood-overfull.By de�nition, every neighborhood-overfull graph is also subgraph-overfull. We show inCorollary 1 below that, for split graphs, every subgraph-overfull graph is neighborhood-overfull. Beause the lass of split graphs is hereditary, it is enough to show that everyoverfull split graph is neighborhood-overfull.We begin by showing that every overfull split graph must ontain a universal vertex.



Lemma 1 If G is split and overfull, then G always ontains a universal vertex.Proof: Suppose that G is a split graph with vertex set partitioned into two sets A and B,suh that set A is a lique and set B is a stable set. We may assume that A is a maximallique.We shall use the following notation: jAj = a and jBj = b. Thus, n = a + b, � � a,m � a(a� 1)=2 + a(�� a+ 1).Let us write � = a+x, where x � 0. Then, eah vertex of A sees at most x+1 vertiesin B. Eah �-vertex belongs to A and sees preisely x+ 1 verties in B.We shall prove that every split graph that is overfull has b = x+1. This means that eah�-vertex belongs to set A and sees every vertex in B. Thus every �-vertex is universal.We have the following ondition for a graph to be overfull: m > �(n � 1)=2. As aonsequene: m > (a+ x)(a+ b� 1)=2 = a(a� 1)=2 + ab=2 + x(a+ b� 1)=2:On the other hand, the de�nition of the partition gives:m � a(a� 1)=2 + a(�� a+ 1) = a(a� 1)=2 + a(x+ 1):By anelling a(a� 1)=2 in these two inequalities we onlude that:ab=2 + x(a+ b� 1)=2 < a(x+ 1):And this in turn implies: b(a+ x)� x < ax+ 2a:Reall that we want to show that b = x+1. Suppose for a moment that b � x+2. Thisimplies: (x+ 2)(a + x)� x � b(a+ x)� x < ax+ 2a:But this ontradits x � 0.Now Lemma 1 implies immediately orollary below.Corollary 1 If G is split and subgraph-overfull then G is neighborhood-overfull.



5 Indi�erene graphsIn this setion we prove that for indi�erene graphs being subgraph-overfull is equivalentto being neighborhood-overfull.By de�nition, every neighborhood-overfull graph is also subgraph-overfull. We show inTheorem 4 below that for indi�erene graphs, every subgraph-overfull graph is neighborhood-overfull. Beause the lass of indi�erene graphs is hereditary, it is enough to show thatevery overfull indi�erene graph is neighborhood-overfull.We begin by establishing a neessary strutural ondition for any indi�erene graph thatis overfull. We show that every overfull indi�erene graph admits a partition of its vertexset into �-neighborhoods.Consider an indi�erene graph G = (V;E). An indi�erene order on V assoiates toeah vertex a positive integer i, where 0 � i � n.Lemma 2 If V is not the disjoint union of �-neighborhoods, then there exists a sequeneof verties 0 = w0 < u1 < v1 < w1 < ::: < uk < vk < wk; (k >= 0) satisfying the followingproperties:(i) all ui have degree �;(ii) wi = vi + 1, for all 1 � i � k;(iii) verties w0; u1; : : : ; wk in this given order indue a hordless path in G;(iv) there is no vertex x of degree � suh that wk < x and x 2 N(wk) nN(vk).Proof: We argue by indution on n = jV j. We note that, for n � 3, G is trivially thedisjoint union of �-neighborhoods, beause G always has a universal vertex. So we mayassume that n � 4.Suppose that V is not the disjoint union of �-neighborhoods and that jV j = 4. Then,G has no universal vertex, whih implies that � = 2. In this ase, G is isomorphi to a P4,a path indued by four verties whose verties orrespond to a sequene w0; u1; v1; w1, asrequired.For n > 4, let u1 be the rightmost neighbor of w0 = 0. Beause n > 1, we have w0 < u1.If deg(u1) < �, then w0 is the required sequene.On the other hand, suppose that deg(u1) = �. Note that deg(w0) = � implies thatV = N(w0) is the disjoint union of �-neighborhoods. Thus, we have deg(u1) > deg(w0).Let v1 be the rightmost neighbor of u1. We have u1 < v1. Again, beause V 6= N(u1), thereexists w1 = v1 + 1.Note that the path indued by w0; u1; v1; w1 has no hords, by de�nition of u1; v1 asrightmost neighbors of w0; u1, respetively.



If there is no vertex x with deg(x) = �, and x 2 N(w1) n N(v1), then k = 1 andw0; u1; v1; w1 is the required sequene.On the other hand, in ase there is suh a vertex x, onsider the graph G0, indued byw1 and its suessors with respet to the indi�erene order. By de�nition, graph G0 is itselfindi�erene with �(G0) = �. Now if V 0 is the disjoint union of �-neighborhoods, thenV = N(u1)[V 0 and N(u1)\V 0 = ; imply that V is the disjoint union of �-neighborhoods.Thus by indution for G0, we have a sequene w1 < u2 < v2 < w2 < ::: < uk < vk < wkwith the required properties. This together with the sequene w0 < u1 < v1 < w1 gives therequired sequene for G. Indeed, properties 1, 2 and 4 are trivially satis�ed. For property3, if there was a hord in this path, onneting a vertex before w1 to a vertex after w1, wewould have the hord v1u2. This is not possible, beause vertex u2 has degree � in G0 andtherefore has no neighbors in N(u1).Lemma 3 If an indi�erene graph admits a sequene 0 = w0 < u1 < v1 < w1 < ::: < uk <vk < wk; (k >= 0) de�ned as above, then it is not overfull.Proof: Let us de�ne a funtion :V ! R as follows:(wi) = +1; 0 � i � k;(vi) = �1; 1 � i � k;(x) = 0; x 6= wi; vi:Say that v is a positive vertex if (v) = +1; negative vertex if (v) = �1; zero vertex if(v) = 0. This funtion satis�es that no neighborhood may ontain two non-zero vertieswith equal signs, as this gives a vertex of degree greater than �. Indeed, note that givenwi; ui+1; vi+1, by de�nition of this sequene, ui+1 is a vertex of degree � and its neighborsare preisely those verties y 6= ui+1, suh that wi � y � vi+1.Thus, there is at most one positive vertex or one negative vertex in eah neighborhoodN(x), whih gives:Xy2N(x) (y) = 8><>: +1; if there exists one positive vertex and no negative vertex in N(x);�1; if there exists one negative vertex and no positive vertex in N(x);0; otherwise:Moreover, we note that, for every x 2 V :Xy2N(x) (y) � �� deg(x):



Indeed, we have ��deg(x) � 0. Suppose for a momentPy2N(x) (y) = +1 and � = deg(x).This means x sees a positive vertex and sees no negative vertex, i.e., x sees wi but sees novj . Thus, wi < x, with i 6= k. Hene, i < k and x < ui+1 as otherwise x sees vi+1. But nowthe neighborhood of x lies between wi and vi+1, and does not ontain vi+1. Therefore it isproperly ontained in N(ui+1), whih ontradits deg(x) = �.Now, Xx2V (1� (x))(� � deg(x)� Xy2N(x) (y)) � 0;as it is a sum of positive terms. This in turn gives,Xx2V ��Xx2V deg(x)�Xx2V Xy2N(x) (y)�Xx2V (x)�+Xx2V (x) deg(x)+Xx2V (x) Xy2N(x) (y) � 0Note that Px2V (x) = 1, as w0 is a positive vertex and all other wi anel with a vi.Hene,n�� 2m�Xx2V Xy2N(x) (y)��+Xx2V (x) deg(x) +Xx2V ((x))2 + 2 Xxy2E (x)(y) � 0i.e., n�� 2m�Xy2V ((y)(1 + deg(y))) ��+Xx2V (x) deg(x) + (2k + 1)� 2k � 0and �nally, n�� 2m�� � 0;i.e., (n� 1)� � 2m, whih implies that the graph is not overfull.Theorem 3 If G is indi�erene and overfull then V (G) an be partitioned into �-neighborhoods.In partiular, we have n = k(� + 1), for some integer k � 1.Proof: The result is a diret onsequene of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.We are now ready to establish that, for indi�erene graphs, subgraph-overfullness isequivalent to neighborhood-overfullness. By de�nition, every neighborhood-overfull graphis subgraph-overfull. The following theorem proves the onverse.Theorem 4 Every indi�erene graph that is subgraph-overfull is also neighborhood-overfull.



Proof: It suÆes to prove that if a graphG is indi�erene and overfull thenG is neighborhood-overfull.Let G be an indi�erene overfull graph. From Theorem 3, we know that n = k(� + 1).Furthermore, sine n must be odd, we have k odd and � even. We shall assume furtherthat G is not neighborhood-overfull and arrive at a ontradition.Consider the verties of G in an indi�erene order. Theorem 3 allows us to divide thevertex set V (G) into k onseutive bloks of �+1 verties eah. Let V1; V2; : : : ; Vk be thesebloks.Our goal is to ount the edges and show that G annot be overfull.Let Ai be the set of edges whose left end point is in Vi. We laim thatjAij � �(�+ 1)2 ; for 1 � i � k � 1; (1)and that jAkj � �(�+ 1)2 � �2 : (2)Notie that Claim (2) above is immediate from our assumption thatG is not neighborhood-overfull, sine Ak is the edge set of the neighborhood G[Vk℄. Let us now prove Claim (1).There are two kinds of edges in Ai, for 1 � i � k � 1: those whose right end point is inVi and those that go past Vi. The ruial fat here is that, for eah edge going past Vi, thereis an edge missing between verties of Vi. Indeed, let u 2 Vi be the left end point of an edgegoing past Vi. Sine deg(u) � �, for eah vertex that u sees beyond Vi there must be avertex in the beginning of Vi that u does not see. (This is beause the losed neighborhoodN [u℄ ontains at most �+ 1 onseutive verties.) Therefore, the total number of edges inAi is bounded by the number of edges in a omplete graph over Vi, that is, �(� + 1)=2.Now let us use (1) and (2). Notie that every edge of G must start somewhere, henem = jEj= kXi=1 jAij� k�1Xi=1 �(�+ 1)2 + �(�+ 1)2 � �2= k�(�+ 1)2 � �2= �2 (n� 1);showing that G annot be overfull. This ontradition onludes the proof.



6 ConlusionsWe have the following onjeture about edge-oloring hordal graphs:Conjeture 1 Every C2 hordal graph is neighborhood-overfull.We are urrently working on two neessary onditions for this onjeture. Firstly, weneed all hordal graphs that are subgraph-overfull to be also neighborhood-overfull. In thispaper, we have established this fat for two sublasses of hordal graphs: split graphs andindi�erene graphs.Seondly, we need all odd maximum degree hordal graphs to be C1. We have establishedthis fat for indi�erene graphs [3℄. Reently, it was proved that all odd maximum degreesplit graphs are C1 [2℄.Let us onsider the lass of omplete multipartite graphs. It has been shown reentlythat any C2 omplete multipartite graph is overfull [6℄. This implies in partiular that foromplete multipartite graphs being overfull is equivalent to being subgraph-overfull. In thispaper, we have shown that a simple ounting argument provides an alternate proof for thatfat. Now onsider the omplete multipartite graph with 9 verties with parts: A1; A2; A3,where eah part has 3 verties. This graph is overfull but not neighborhood-overfull. Nowonsider the omplete multipartite graph with 7 verties with parts: A1; A2; A3, wherea1 = a2 = 2 and a3 = 3. This graph is overfull but not neighborhood-overfull, as itsmaximum degree is odd.We have examples of odd maximum degree graphs that are overfull. All suh examplesare not hordal graphs. We onjeture that an odd maximum degree hordal graph annotbe overfull.Finally we remark that one way to prove that an overfull graph is neighborhood-overfullis to exhibit a universal vertex. That is what we did for the ase of split graphs.For indi�erene graphs we had to use another argument to establish that overfull is alsoneighborhood-overfull. The following example shows an indi�erene graph that is overfull,neighborhood-overfull but ontains no universal vertex. Consider the graph H obtainedby removing an edge ab from K7. This graph is neighborhood-overfull. Now onsider thegraph F obtained as follows. Take three opies of H, say H1, H2, H3, where Hi = K7 n aibirespetively. Add edges b1a2 and b2a3.Referenes[1℄ L. Cai and J. A. Ellis. NP-ompleteness of edge-olouring some restrited graphs.Disrete Applied Mathematis, 30:15{27, 1991.
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